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To an Extension of Dirac Equation
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On applying a six dimensional Lorentz transformation'" (by adding three time components to the
usual 3 space components) a covariant extended Dirac equation in this six dimensional space is
suggested Prom the free field solution of the extended equation we obtain four solutions for E,,
the first component of energy which depends on very big masses M and Mo The observed
masses of the leptons and their correponding neutrinos satisfying the same free fild equation, can
then be obtained on using second quantisation procedures on the field operators.
Introduction
We extend the Dirac equation spinors to include eight components instead of four The four
Dirac v-matrices, as given by

' • • U . •;) • • « • ' - ' • ( : -°,)
in the Dirac equation

/ r - ^ - m ^ = o (u=l,2,3,0)

become in an extended Dirac equation, of the form

<r"-^--M"V=n (u. now runs from Ho 6) (1)

where r \ r' are 8x8 matrices, y an 8-component spinor and x" are six component vector,
including three space components x'.x'.x' , and three time components x',x',x' " f ' . / V
The upper and lower indices are transformed through a fundamental six dimensional tensor
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The 8x8 F-matnces are chosen

(2)
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We notice that r' (V = u.3). rJ and r* are antihemutian, while r'.r1 arehemutian

Also r" (jt = ix 6) satisfy the anticommutation relations
r * r + r T ' = o <jt*v) (4)
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while r7 commutes with r* (* = U,3), r"1 but it anticommutes with r',r*
The adjoint of Eq.(l) then becomes

l£rlr'-,5El+.5Klr'+i5Elr'-A/r*r'-o
Defining the spinor adjoint by
r--r*r' (5)
we then deduce the adjoint of Eq (1)

_,iEr' _A^r' =o (6)
From Eqs (1) and (S) it follows that

£^=0 (7)

where
/W = rr> (8)
The Covariance of the Extended Equation
On carrying out a linear transformation
r'M^r(») (9)
then the Dirac equation (1) in the frame x' should have the same form as in the frame x,
provided that S satisfies the relation
s-'rrs=L'.r (10)
where
* " = L : X" (i i)
defines the six dimensional Lorentz transformation between the frames x' and x
It has been shown01 that a six dimensional transformation satisfying the invariance of

xl = J V x, can be expressed, for two boosts as

(/.;/ =-suih(» n*ikr -sinh^'n"*: fci = 1.2,3.»-

(£ ; )*=su ih^*X+S"*f* 'X (,« = 4,5,6, K = U2^) (12)
where the vectors n,n',k,k' are given
n = sin^cosa,an^sina,cosy3 ,._,
n'=cos/Jcosasmi9-Hnacos0.cos/Jsmasin0+co5acos6',-sin/?an!9
and similar expressions for *,*', on replacing a,p,6 by a'.fl'.O'

Beside the boost transformations given by the above equations there is also the space
rotations of the frames xandt , which can be expressed
(L"Y =6' cosy -Q.-axr)n"nr -e^ n' swr + &! cos^'+(l-eo«/')t"t, +slvk' any'

(14)
Now in order to prove the covanance of the extended Dirac equation, and find the expression of
S, using Eq (10), we consider as usual the finite Lorentz transformation as successive
infimtismal ones Setting

(15)

Substituting in Eq (10), we get
r* AS-AST'-(An/)? r (16)



For an infinitismal transformation, we find from Eqs (12),(14)
For boost transformation, when p = 1,2,3, v = 4,5,6

while for infinitismal space rotations of the frames i and T {ji = 1,2,3 ,v = 4,5,6)

(A<»)"=-j'*"•*", +/'*'"'•', =-(Aa»p (18)
We can thus assume in general tfiat (Aa>)>" is antisymmetric in p,v An expression
for AS satisfying Eq (16) can then be satisfied by(2)

Since for all the six rt, only r4 is hermitian, and the other five are antihermitian, then

AS , as given by Eq (19), is neither hermitian nor unitary, but it can be shown that its adjoint
satisfies
(AS)* =r,&SF, (20)
We can pass now from the infinitismal transformation to the finite transformation Eq (19) leads
to
S-exp(i[r,.rr|a.'") (21)

where from Eq (IS)
<ot=vt-s; (22)
L", denotes now the finite Lorentz transformation, given by Eq (12),or Eq (14), and the
summation in the exponential (of Eq (21)) is over the antisymmetric part of a"
Following Eq (20), we can also set for the finite transformation
s*=r4sr, (23)
We can then deduce from this relation the spinor adjoint transformation, using Eq.(9)
^(x')=^(x)S-' (24)
The Solution of the Free Field Equation
The solution of Eq (1) is obtained on setting for ic(i)
V/(x) =u(p) r-" j ) (25)

where (p,x) = pllx* Eq (1) then reduces to the algebraic equation

r'^,-A^T7=0 (26)

Substituting for r".r7 from Eq (3), we get

0 (2J)

(r'pk+fiEl+E,-M) -E, )
where £ , ,£ , ,£ , stands for pitps,pt

The vanishing of the determinant of above 8x8 matrix gives
KP' +Pl + P\ +E\ +El -El +M1)' -*M\E\ +E\)\* =0 (28)
Instead of the long calculation to obtain this result, one can consider first the special frame in
which p[ = p^sp'j-sO to obtain in this frame
\(E;' +£;' -E;1 + M ' ) ] -\M\E? +E;')I2 =O

and hence one deduces the result (28) in any frame
On setting in Eq (28)
Ml = El + El (29)
Eq (28) can then be expressed
(p'+(A/-A/< , ) l-£1

1)1(p'+(W+W0)1-£,J) !=0 (30)
Thus we have four solutions for £, .the first component of energy (each taken twice)



, E™=±Jp'+(M-M,,)7 (31)
Considering the state spinor y(x) as a field operator satisfying the Dime equation in interaction
with a Maxwell vector potenial operator AM (x), it has been shown in the 3+1 dimension that

the equation satisfied by |teO)) due to the interaction with the external virtual photons and
electron-positron pairs become'3' (in zeroth order)
Vr ±-m)lf>\<r(x) | P)=-r,(i'(»l)(o|r m w I P) (32)

where the theoretical electron mass m should be infinite to compensate with the mass
renormalisation part I,""^1 >, to give the experimental mass of the electron
In equation (31), the small energy component E, depends already on two very big masses
M+Mo, M-Mo , where Mo as given by Eq (29) can have uptil now, any very big continuous
value. The experimental values of the masses of leptons and their corresponding neutrinos can
then be fixed on considering the interaction of the field operator |y(x)} with the external virtual
particles in interaction This will be seriously taken in a subsequent study The explicit
expression of the eight column spinors u(p) given by Eq.(25) as solutions of the free field
equation must however be first modified from the expressions already obtained in a previous
investigation*'"
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